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• ( l ) Tum off the cornputer and all peripherals.
• (2) Place the Extended BASIC cartridge in the cartridge slot, and tum on the
machine.
• (3) Place the program disk in the drive designated #1.

I - Introduction: This program will allow you, the user, to creale your own games
for the Tunnels of Doom cartridge, or modify existing ones to your personal
preferences. This program is for those adventure enthusiasts that like the challenge of
an interactive graphics adventure, and are interested in constructing their own games.
TOD Editor requires little or no knowledge of programming or computers in general,
but some basic knowledge of the operation of the Tl-99/4A. Additionally, users shou Id
be familiar with the general operation of menu-driven software. For more information
on both of these subjects, see the manuals accompanying the machine.
D - Requirements: The operation of this program requires the following computer
components:
•
•
•
•

11-99/4A Home Computer and monitor
Disk drive and controller
32K memory expansion device
Extended BASIC cartridge

Additional components required to fully utilize this program:
• Tunnels of Doom cartridge
• printer and RS232 device

• (4) Select Extended BASIC at the menu -the program will automatically load and
execute.
• (5) When the program has started executing, remove the program disk and replace
it with the disk containing the game to edit at the prompt.
The user can quit from the program arid return to the Master Title Screen at any time
by pressing FCIN "="(or QUI1).
V - Program Functions: TOD Editor consists of two seperate programs which can
be used independant of each other. When the program is first loaded, the user must
choose which program to execute. The first program, called program "A", contains the
bulk of the major functions of the program - a menu of 18 items. The second program,
called program "B", contains several functions for modifying relatively minor aspects
of your game which may be important to some people.
5.1 - Program "A": This portion of the program contains the following routines, as
they appear on your monitor screen when the program is executing:
TOD EDITOR
Input

ID -Getting Started: Before loading TOD Editor, you must first prepare a game to
be edited To do this, copy the sample game (or any game that you wish to edit for that
matter) onto a blank, newly initialized disk. It is important that the program is
physically the first program on the disk. It is also recommended that the user allows
the remainder of the disk to remain empty. ,Because TOD Editor directly modifies the
sample game to your specifications, failure! to first prepare a seperate game disk may
result in the destruction of information on the disk.
After preparing the sample disk, load the program by the procedure outlined in the
section entitled "LOADING TIIE PROGRAM", and begin to modify your sample
game with the features described in this manual under the heading "PROGRAM
RJNCTIONS". It is recommended that first time or novice users read "TOD EDITOR
TIJTORIAL" before proceeding to this step.
IV-Loading The Program:
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1 To Enter Game Description
2 To Enter a Monster
3 To Enter a Monster Graphic
4 To Enter a Special Atta c k
5 To Enter a Quest Graphic
6 To Enter a Quest Item
7 To Print Monster Statistics
8 To Enter Character Types
9 To Enter Character Graphics
10 To Enter Weapons
11 To Enter Dungeon Graphi cs
12 To Enter a Touchstone
13 To Enter a Lantern
14 To Enter a Poti on
15 To Enter a Scroll
16 To Enter a Wand
17 To Enter an Armor Type
18 To Enter a Shield
Cho i ce? < l >
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5.1.l - Enter Game Descriptions: With this option you can designate the title of the
game you are modifying, and an up to ten-line description of your quest Because the
cartridge does not pennit lower-case letters, this text must be entered as upper-case
letters only. This message will appear when you execute your game with the Tunnels
of Doom cartridge.
5.1.2 - Enter a Monster: The Tunnels of Doom cartridge can accomodate up to 51
monsters in a single game. With this option you can make any of these monsters have
whatever abilities you wish to assign. You can remove a monster altogether from the
game by giving it a name made up of spaces. Before entering the statistical description
of each monster, you must indicate to TOD Editor which monster you are altering
(from 1 to 51). The higher the number, the more experience points are awarded to
characters when the monster is destroyed. You must input the following information
about each monster:
• Monster Name: The singular name of the monster (Do not add an "s" to make the
name plural - if there is more than one monster in a room, the module automatically
ads an "s").
• Monster Level: The number that determines how hard a monster will be to defeat
in combat.
• Defense Level: The number that determines how hard it will be to hit that monster
in combat.
• Attack Level: Determines how much chance the monster has of inflicting damage
on characters when attacking.

defense graphic and the attack graphic. These ,pictures may be changed by using
option #3 on the main menu.
• Monster Sound: A monster can be represented by one of 16 sounds made available
by the cartridge. This sound is heard every time the monster attacks, or when a
character listens at the door of a room containing the monster.
• Mobility: The percentage chance that a monster will move each tum.
• Magic Resistance: The percentage chance that a magical item or spell will not
affect a monster. Enter this percentage as a multiple of 10 (exa: 0, 10, 20, 30, 40,
etc ... ).

• Speed: The number of times a monster may attack or move during it's turn.
• Negotiation: This is the percentage chance that the monster will negotiate with the
party of characters. NOTE: When a monster's speed is 3 or higher, the negotiation
number may be randomly altered by the cartridge. For speeds of two or under, this
value will always be as designated.
5.1.3 - To Enter a Monster Graphic: This menu option allows you to enter new
monster pictorial representations, or graphics, for a game. After entering the number
of the graphic to be altered (a number between 1 and 16), you will be asked whether
you wish to alter either the attack or defense graphic. Each monster has two graphic
stances, the first called the defense graphic, and second the attack graphic. To make a
new monster graphic, you have to draw two graphics - attack and defense. See Section
VI, entitled "USING 1lIB GRAPHICS EDITOR", for more details on drawing these
pictures.

• Ranged Attack: The chance a monster has of attacking from a distance.
• Maximum Damage: The actual damage that is possible from an attack.
• Special Attack %: The percentage chance that a monster will use a special attack
against a character. For no special attack ability, enter "O" at this prompt
• Special Attack Type: The different special attacks ·available to a monster. The
choices may be changed with Option #4 ("Enter A Special Attack") on the main
menu.
• Maximum Special Attack Damage: The damage possible from a special attack.

5.1.4 - To Enter a Special Attack: This option is used to enter a special auack type.
Each game can contain 20 different special attacks. Enter the number to change, then
rename the attack, and specify what special effects the attack causes.
5.1.5 - To Enter a Quest Graphic: The option used to change the graphic
representation of a quest item. Each game can contain only two such pictures,
numbered 1 to 2. These graphics are displayed when a quest item is found. Use menu
option #6 to specify the name of the quest item and it's graphic (the number you
define with this option).

• Monster Graphic: A monster can be represented in a game by one of 16 different
pictures. Choose the appropriate "graphic" at this prompt Each choice will be
displayed on the screen as chosen. Each monster has two representations; the

5.1.6 -To Enter a Quest Item: This option is used to enter a quest item. Each game
can contain a maximum of 8 quest items. With this option, you can specify the name
of each quest item (number I through 8), what graphic is used to represent it (either I
or 2 - defined with option #5), and how much time there is to find it. For less than 8
quest items, enter the defaults for the prompts ("0").
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5.1.7 - To Print Monster Statistics: This option can be used to print out a complete
list of all the monsters statistics, if you have a printer attached to your computer. It
will display the names of the monsters on your screen as it is printing them. You can
have the list printed to the screen, if you so desire, by specifying "SCREEN" as the
output device.
5.1.8 - To Enter Character Types: Option #8 is used to change the names of the
available character typeS in a game. The type of magic items and weapons a character
can use is automatically assigned by the cartridge according to the number of the
character. The first character type can use all weapons but cannot use scrolls, the
second ch;u-acter type can use scrolls but is limited in weapons and armor use, the
third character type can use most weapons and armor, cannot use scrolls, but can avoid
traps, while the fourth character type can only be used if the player opts to have · a
party of one. This character can use all weapons, armor, and scrolls, and can avoid
traps.
5.1.9 - To Enter Character Graphic: With this option you can change the graphic
representation of a character. Each of the four available characters has two different
graphics - :m attack and defense stance. See Section 5.1.3 for more information.
5.1.10 - To Enter Weapons: Use this option to rename the weapons available in a
game. The higher the number of the weapon, the more powerful the weapon is in
combat
5.1.11 -To Enter Dungeon Graphics: This option is used to change the "Dungeon
Graphic" that appears in the beginning of the game, and when a player finds the
general store. Use this option to make a unique graphic that distinguishes your
adventure from others. It can consist of your initials, the initials of the name of your
game, or anything you want to design actually.
5.1.12 -To Enter a Touchstone: This option is used to alter the names and effect of
a touchstone. There are five different touchstones available in a single game. Select
which one you would like to change by number.
5.1.13 - To Enter a Lantern: With this option you can modify any of the five
lanterns available in a game. You can elect to change it's name name and effect.
5.1.14 - To Enter a Potion: A game may contain up to five different potions. This
option can is used to change the name, and effect of each.
5.1.15 - To Enter a Scroll: The Tunnels of Doom cartridge supports a large variety
of scrolls, up to 15 different ones in all. Select the number you wish to alter, then reenter its name and it's effect.

a

5.1.16 - To Enter Wand: This option will allow you to change the name and
effect of any of the five wands available in a single game.
5.1.17 - To Enter an Armor Type: You can re-name the armor types available in a
game with this option. Because the effects of the armor are static and unchangable,
you can only change the names. The greater the number of the armor being renamed,
the greater it's strength in combat.
5.1.18 - To Enter a Shield: Like the previous option, you can only rename the
available shields with this option. Again, the higher the number, the stronger the
shield.
5.2 - Program "B": This program contains options that the beginning user of TOD
Editor probably won't use for a while. Basically, with this program you can re-draw
some of the more fundamental graphics of your game. This program contains the
following routines, as they appear on your monitor screen when the program is
executing:
TOD Adventure Editor
Enter
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

To
To
To
To
To
To
To

Change Dungeon Names
Enter Weapons Graphics
Enter Map Graphics
Enter Directions
Enter Magic Items
Enter Room Graphics
Enter Miscellaneous

Choice? <1>

5.2.1 - To Change Dungeon Names: With this option you can change the name of
the store, the phrase displayed when a value is opened. and the names for the
fountains, statues, treasures, vaults, and food. You can also change the ..password".
Simply follow the directions on the screen for each:
5..2.2 - To Enter Weapons Graphics: This and the following six items are used to
redraw many of the fundamental graphics elements of a game. This particular option is
used to redraw the representations for the missile, hand-weapon, and ranged weapon
graphics. For this section and others read the section entitled ..USING TIIE
GRAPHICS EDITOR" for more information.
5.2.3 - To Enter Map Graphics: This option is used to redraw the map graphics for
all directional hallways and doors, stairs and fountains. Changes to these graphics are
visible whenever the game players find a map.
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5.2.4 - To Enter Directions: This menu contains options for redrawing the elements
of the directional sign that appears at the top of the screen when moving through the
dungeon.
5.2.5 - To Enter Magic Items: With this menu you can redraw the graphic
representations of a wand. scroll, touchstone, lantern, statue and fountain.
5.2.6 -To Enter Room Graphics: These options will allow you to redraw the basic
elements of room graphics. You can change the representations of walls, comers and
doors.

5.2.7 - To Enter Miscellaneous: The graphics that can be changed in this menu
cannot be readily assigned to some other section - and so they were stuck in a section
entitled "miscellaneous". With this section you can change the graphics for the cursor,
armor, shields, the map, chest, vault, a dead thing, the stairs up and the stairs down.
VI - Using the Graphics Editor: The graphics editor is a simple screen-editor for
designing the representation of characters, monsters, and the dungeon graphic.
Operation is detailed on the screen. Use the arrow keys ("E","S'',"D", and "X") to
move the cursor, and tum on and off the draw feature with the "1" and "O" keys. Press
"ENTER" when finished. You can have riot the picture you enter along with_ the
hexadecimal code for that character just after leaving the editor.
VII - Saving a Game: Because the program makes modifications to the game you
are editing AS you edit it, you don't have to wony about saving and loading games.
It's automatically done for you. When you are finished editing any game(s) that you
wish to edit, and have QUITed from the program (FCTN "="), it is advisable to copy
the game onto anew disk. The game can them be renamed or played safely.
VUI - Program Notes: Because of the nature of the program and the amount of
information that can be changed. you should expect to spend several hours creating
your own unique games. However, because saving and loading of games is
automatically perfonned after every change, you can work on a game over many
sessions. The only problem you may encounter doing this is keeping track of where
you left off. To best keep track of everything, modify the game step by step in the
order of the modifying options. If you get tired of working on your game before you
are done, simply write down the last option you were on when you quit The next time
you start working on the game, simply check your slip of paper for the step you should
start with. It is recommended that you keep a seperate pennanent data disk as a work
disk. When creating new games, simply modify this one and copy it onto a regular
disk when finished. If you wish to edit another game, copy that game over the one on
the data disk. Remember, the game MUST be the firsf program on the data disk
(physically occupy the first block of 52 sectors on a diskette).
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fOD Editor is sold to the user protected. Because it is protected, a backup copy IS
provided to the user. If both the backup copy and the original should fail, return the
program disk to Asgard Software for a free replacement. Include $.75 for return
postage, or a stamped. self-addressed envelope. If you do nol include return postage
by either of lhese methods, we will nol relum a correcled copy to you.
Users of this program hold all righls to . the individual games they create with lhe
program. These games may be freely traded, given away, or sold at any time. Asgard
Sortware will give authors a free evaluation of games created with TOD Editor if the
author provides a copy on a SSSD disk, and return postage (if you wish the disk
returned after the evaluation). Asgard Sortware may purchase the rights to sell
evaluated games, or offer authors limited term, high·yield sales contracts. Offers are
given at our discretion, and no guarranty, written or explicit is implied that we will
make an offer for the created game.
Asgard Sortware extends no warranty for TOD Editor beyond the physical part
consisting of the disks and the documentation . Asgard Sortware does not warrant that
the program will perform as stated, or meel the needs of the user in any capacity.
Asgard Software is not liable for any damage that may result from the proper or
improper use of this program. The physical parts of this program may replaced free of
charge up to 90 days after purchase by returning the disks or documentation to the
' manufacturer. However, Asgard Sortware reserves the right to refuse to service or
replace these parts if they have been damaged by accident, unreasonable use, neglect,
improper service or any other cause not arising out of defects in material or
workmanship. Return all parts that meet these conditions to:
ASGARD SOFTWARE, POB 10306, ROCKVILLE, MD 20850

Program: Copyright© 1985 By John Behnke
Documentation: Copyright © 1985 by Asgard Software
All Rights Resen·ed

Notice: Extended BASIC, Tunnels of Doom, and Tl-99/4A are trademarks of Texas
Instruments Inc., P.O. Box 53, Lubbock, TX 79408
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TOD Editor Tutorial
By John Behnke

1l1is tutorial is for those who need help in understanding the many and often complex
commands of TOD Editor. It is assumed that you have knowledge of how the game is
played and have had some actual experience in playing a Tunnels Of Doom adventure. •
If you are still not familiar with all the commands and features of the game, I strongly
suggest that you play a few more games so you can more easily understand the
elements of the game.

About The TOD Ad\'enture Module
TI1e Tunnels of Doom module was released by Texas Instruments in 1982 as a sequel
to the popular "Adventure" series. The price of the module was $45, which was very
expensive even at that time when games typically cost $20 or more. Many people
purchased this modul~ because Texas Instruments promised more adventures for it at a
much lower price at a later date. Of course, tJ1ese games never materialized.
The Adventure module cost almost as much, but was physically inferior to the Tunnels
of Doom cartridge. If you read the back cover of the manuals accompanying both, you
would have discovered that the Tunnels Of Doom module had 30,000 bytes of
memory versus 6,000 for the Adventure camidge. This implies that games written for
the TOD module can be much more complex than games for the Adventure module.
The TOD module contains the general rules for the game, sound effects, various input
and output routines, and the TOD theme music that you hear when you are
constructing a dungeon or decending stairs. Games for the TOD module can be used
with either diskette or cassette systems because the game is loaded into the 16,000
byte Video Display Processor memory that is in every console. In adding the memory
in both the module and the actual game loaded into VDP memory, we find that a
sing le game consists of 46,000 Bytes, or 46K of program. This is an enormous amount
of memory .
With t11e TOD Editor you can edit the 16,000 byte game diskette. The module of
course cannot be changed, and because many of the features of the game are in the
module, you are unable to change many features of the game. Some other aspects of
the game that are possible to change have been left out because they are complex and
really add nothing to the game by changing them. An example of this are the hallways.
It's possible to change the hall graphics, but since the module builds the halls from a
library of graphics, you would have to carefully plan your changes, and change

everything. This type 9f change is not really neccesary unless you give a high priority
to the color and shape of a door. The module also assigns different colors to the
character sets, and if you were to change the graphics, the colors might not match. I
hope this explains why certain things are unchangable. I'm sure it will no~ hamper the
construction of your masterpiece dungeon in any way. Now on to the tutonal!

Creating Your First Dungeon
Note: I will be going over the use of Program "A". Program "B" is intended for more
experienced users who wish to change aspects of the game that may be too difficult to
understand for the first time user of this program.
After loading the program as per the instructions in the main manual, you will see the
main title screen. I will now explain in detail TOD Editor, and change one aspect of
each option that is available.

Option #1: Enter Game Description
When you are waiting for a dungeon to be dug, you are shown the title of the dungeon
and a descriptoin of the game. This option allows you to input this into your own
dungeon. You will be prompted to enter the title of the dungeon. At this point, enter
the name you wish to give iL Keep in mind that what you see is what you get. In other
words, what you see on the screen is what you will see in the game. So center each
line the way you wish it to appear in the game.
Example:
Column 1234567890123456789012345678
Tltle:

MY FIRST DUNGEON

Line 1

THIS IS MY FIRST DUNGEON.
TllE OBJECT IS TO TRY AND WIN
THE GAME AND GATHER LOTS OF
GOLD. AVOID THE MONSTERS AS
THEY WILL TRY AND KILL YOU.

2

3
4
5
6

7

BY JOHN DOE

8

9

SEPTEMBER

1985

JO
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Qame. As you can see, thls was
just an example. Here are some

examples of things you may want
to lnclude ln your descrlptlon:
o A short desclptlon oC what
the player's ooals are.
o A warning about any special
dangers that you have placed
in your dunqeon.
o Your name and po5 slbly the
date the dungeon was made.

You do not have much space to enter a detailed desciption of your dungeon so you
may want to write a short Basic program or TI-Writer file that describes the ~ungeon
in greater detail. In general, the short description that you can enter should be intere.sting and contain information that the player will need to know in order to accompltsh
his task.

TOD Editor Tutnnal TOD Ellitor Tutorial -

If you were to type this in,
that's how lt would appear ln the
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Mo ns t e r So und:

0

There are 16 different sounds
built into the module. It's
hard to describe exactly what
a sound "Sounds" like and you
may want to experiment with
them to Qet to know them.
key to select that type.

Mobility ?

75

This number represents the '
probability that the monster
will move durlnQ his turn.

Effect On Game

MaQlc Re sistance ?

0

You wish to chan9e the first of
the 51 monsters. In Qeneral, the
hiQher the number, the more
experience you Qaln by killlnQ
it. You should assiQn the hiQher
numbers to the stronoer monsters.

This number ls the percenta9e
chance that any ma9lc you use
a9alnst him will not work.

Speed?

Option #2: Entering A Monster
You are allowed to Enter 51 different monsters. You need not use all 51. To exclude a
monster number, simply enter spaces for the monsters name and zeros for all prompts
(and "N" for any questions). There are many questions asked for this option, so I will
go over an example and explain what it does:
Question Asked

You Enter

Number to Chan9e?

Monster Name?

TIGER

Monster fl will be called a
"TIGER"

Defense Level?

3

This number shows how well the
monster ls able to pro tect
himself in battle, on a scale
from 0-15 - 0 ls easy, 15 hard.

Attack Level?

3

This number shows how str o n9ly
a monster attacks; from 0-15.
0 is not a stronQ attack, 15 is
very stronQ.

Ran9ed Attack?

N

A ran9ed attack means that the
monster can attack you even if
he is not next to the detender.

Maximum Damage ?

5

This number is how many hit
points of dama9e the monster
can lnf lict if he hits the
defender in an atta c k.

Spe c ial Attack '?

JO

This ls the percenta9e chance in
100 that the monster will use a
special attack on the defender.
Enter "0" l f the monster does
not have a special attack.

Special Attack Type •specia l '

Monster Graphic:

stand~rd. For a 2, ~ the monster

can move once and attack once
or move twice.
NeQotiatlon?

This is the percenta9e c han c e
that this creature will take a
bribe not to attack the party.
I don't think that lions take
bribes so I put a "0" here. Or
&can they be bribed?

0

This is how stronQ the monster
is on a scale from 0-15. O is
the easiest, 15 the hardest.

Monster Level?

Maximum Special
Dama9e

This ls how many moves the
monster can make Qach turn. 2 ls

6

•special'

TOD Editor Tutorial -

At this point you will see a
special attack type on your
screen. Hit ENTER when you
have found an attack you want.
This number ls how many hit
points of dama9e the monster
can inflict on the defender
with a special attack.
You will now see some Qraphlcs
on the screen 2 at a time.
These are the monster Qraphlcs
that you can choose from. Each
of the 16 different monsters
have 2 Qraphlcs, one toe when
he ls idle and the other when
he ls attackinQ or ls hit.
Use the "S" key to skip untlll
you find the Qraphlc you wish
to use and then hit ENTER.
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Option #3: Entering A Monster Graphic
You are able to use 32 monster graphics in a game. Each monster has two graphics, attack and defense. So you can have 16 different monsters each using two graphics.
When you enter a new monster graphic, you will really have to enter two. The first
graphic is what the monster will look like when there is no action. The second is what
it looks like when it is attacking or has been hit by a party member. When you select
this option, you will be asked which graphic to change. Enter a number between 1 and
16. After that, you will be asked to enter either a D to draw a defensive graphic or A to
enter the attack graphic. The two should look the same but the attack graphic should
have some small changes to make it look like movement when the graphics are changed from one to another. Here's a set you may use as an example:
Attack

Defense

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

.

1

2
3
4

2
3
4
5
6

ft

ft
ft

lflfllfl

ff

91 I I I
0
1111
llffl
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If

e

... ... ......
ft
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.... . .. ..
..
.. . .. ..
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6
7

ttttfflffftf

If

If

ft
ft
If
ff
ffll
ft
If
lllfllltffflfllllffl
f II f
II
If
II
I II I
ft
If I f
llft

ft

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

e
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..
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...... .... ..
fflllllflflf

ff
If

If

If

11111111
lftf

II

II

1
2

3
4

5
6

II

II
II
II

II

If

911tt

II

If
If
If
If

II

lffl

ff

ff

llflflflllffllfl
llfl
II
II

If

II

Notice how the attack graphic is just like the defenseive one but with a few small
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changes to make it look like the monster moves . Here's a list of command s and what
they do while you are using the graphic: edilClr:
E or Up Arrow

• Hove cursor up

X or Down Arro w

- Mov e cursor down

s or LetL Arrow • Hove cursor left
o or RIQht Arrow • Hove Cursor RIQhL

-··· Edit Keys ••••
• •••••••••••··· •
E
W I ll

W•
R •
Z C •

Hove
Hove
Hove
Hove

c ursor
cursor
cursor
cursor

Up and Lett
Up and RIQhl
Down and Lett
Do.wn and Rlghl

1 will put you In draw mode . When you move the
cursor now, It will leave a trail behind It.

•

0 will put you In erase mode. When you move the
c ursor now, It will leave a blank trail.

•

Note: When you reach the border ot the edit f leld
you will wrap to the opposite side . Als o ,
you may notice that you cannot use the top
row. This is normal and ls due to the way
the module handles monster graphics.

manual for more inform:ition on thi s.

Options #7-18
These options are pretty much self explanatory, but are explained in sufficent detail in
the instruc tions. The first 6 options may be hard to understand so J suggest you try
them out a few times, see what effect them have on the game, and go on from there.
It's not as hard as it seems.

\ I/

s- --1--- 0

z

I I\

I

x

c

Option #4: Entering A Special Attack
This option allows you to enter a type of Special Attack to be used when you enter a
monster (Option #2). There are 20 different attacks. You are allowed to change the
name of each, and then choose from a list and enter what effect that that special attack
will cause. After entering a special attack, you can use Option #2 to use that special attack for a monster you create.

Special Note On Printers
Option #7 will work on most 80 column printers but the Print Graphic feature was
writen for the Gemini IOX and SG-10 printers. Some Epson printers will also work.
Give it a try and see what happens. The print graphic feature just dumps the graphic
you draw (only in program A) to the printer and displays the Hex code so you could
reproduce it in one of your own programs. You may want to write a program th at uses
the dungeon graphics (monsters) and describes them and also gives instructions to the
game in detail. I'm sorry if your printer is not compatable but it would not be feasible
to include more printer types as their codes are incompatable and Program A fills up
the memory completely. The Gemini printers are the most popular for the TI and
that's why I included that particular printer.
Have Fun And Enjoy! - John Behnke

Option #5: Entering A Quest Graphic
You are able to have up to 8 quest objects in you dungeon. You can choose from two
graphics to use for each quest object. With this option, you can use the graphic editor
to draw those two graphics to be used with Option #6. Due to memory considerations
and for the sake up simplicity, you can only use two graphics. It is possible to have up
to 8 graphics, one for each quest item. I have limited it to two to retain compatibility
with the "Quest For The King" Dungeon that you may wish to edit. Actually, the quest
graphics really do not play an important part in the game as they only appear once
when you find them. You may want to use only one token graphic and give it different
names with Option #6.

Copyright© 1985 John Behnke and Asgard Software
All Rights Reserved

NOTE: Tunnels of Doom is a trademark of Texas Instruments Inc.

Option #6: Entering A Quest Item
This option allows you to enter up to 8 quest items that will be in your dungeon . Just
enter the quest item number, the name, and how much time is allowed lO find it. The
time is done in such a way that a IO means 100 moves in the hallway. See the TOD
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ADDENDUM

INFORMATION

~EGARDING

TllE CHANGES TO VERSION 11 OF THIS PROGRAM

Thls prooram has been upQraded to include addltlonal features not
found in version one. I wll l outline them here as they are not covered
In the documen at Ion hat ls included in the manual.
Cha noes
1. TOD Editor ls no lonqer copy protected. This aspect of the program
was removed to permit you to make your o wn back-up copies and to attain
full compatablllty with the Myar c disk co ntroller card. Only one
copy of the program ls included. It ls recommended that you make a
backup of the disk before use, and pla ce t he original In a safe pla ce .
This program Is copyrighted. You are allowed to make copies of this
program for your own personal use o nly.
2. The loader speed has been grea tly Increased.
3. The main menu screen In program A has been modified. Use the up and
down arrow keys ("E" and "X") to make your selection, and then press
"ENTER" to qo to that option.
q_ Option 1,

"Enter Game Oescrlptlon", has been changed to allow you to
edit the description before savlnQ It. Furthermore, the proQram now
permits the use of spaces (" ") In the description.

S. The Qraphlc editor ln proqram A has been enhanced to Include the
!olJowlnQ features:
a. CJPar pa tern to 'off' blocks.
b. Clear pattern to 'on• blocks.

c. Horizontal F"llp.
d. Vertical Fllp.
e. Inverse pattern.
f. Rotate pattern.

g. Cursor may now be moved without leavi ng a trall.
h. Pat em can be 'nudQ ed ' In any dlrec;tlon.
6. The "Print Graphic" optio n wi ll now work with all printers . The
default codes are pre-set for Epson compa t ible prointers. You may
change these by sendl ng up to five co ntrol codes to your printer that
represent your printer ' s special functions.
7. A fe w small aesthetic errors have been cor rected . These mostly pertain
to the centerlng of text and the removal of extra characters that were
left it the entire field was not used.
i,;njoy
John Behnke 1986

